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A DERIVAT ION OF  A DISTRIBUTED IMPLEMENTATION 
OF  WARSHALL 'S  ALGORITHM 
Jan L.A. van de SNEPSCHEUT 
Department of Mathematics and Computing Science, Groningen University, Groningen, 
Netherlands 
Abstract. Warshall's agorithm is an efficient algorithm for computing the transitive closure of a 
binary relation. In this note we derive a distributed implementation f this algorithm. 
1. Introduction 
Warshall's algorithm is an efficient algorithm for computing the transitive closure 
of a binary relation (cf. [3]). The relation is, for some natural number N, defined 
on the first N natural numbers and is denoted by --->. Relation - ,  and its transitive 
+ 
closure ~ are represented by a boolean matrix b such that initially 
Q: A(i,j: O<~ i < N ^ O<~j < N: b( i , j ) -  i-.-~ j) 
and, finally, 
R: A( i , j :O<<-i<NAO<~j<N:b( i , j ) - i+j)  
holds. For any number k such that 0 ~ k ~ N, another elation is derived from --* 
<k 
that is denoted by ~ and that is defined as the strongest relation satisfying, for all 
i , j :O~i<N  ^ O<~j<N, 
i <k j m i--->jvE(p:O<~p<k:i <k,p^p___,j).<k . 
This relation satisfies the properties 
<0 <N + 
and, for all i,j, k: O~ i< N ^O<~j< N ^O<~ k< N, 
• <k+l  . <k  <k)  <k  
z )3 -= i ) j v ( i ,  k^k j), 
i <k+l  <k  , k  - i ~/q 
Remark. The above properties are obvious when considering the directed graph 
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consisting of vertices i for all i" 0 <~ i < N, and edges such that 
i--~ j ---- an edge from i to j exists• 
+ <k 
Relations --* and > then correspond to 
• + . 
z --> j - a directed path from i to j exists 
i <k> j ___ a directed path from i to j exists whose internal vertices are 
less than k, 
where a path is a sequence of one or more contiguous edges. 
Warshall's algorithm is based on the above properties and the following invariant 
p: O<...k<_.NAA(i,j:O<...i<N^O<...j<N:b(i,j)_ i <k> j). 
The program is as follows: 
{Q} 
[[var k: integer 
;k:= 0{P} 
;do k# N--> 
for all i,j:O<-..i<NAO<-.-j<N do 
b(i,j):= b(i,j) v (b(i, k) ^  b(k,j)) 
od 
;k:= k+ I{P} 
od 
lJ 
{g} 
The time-complexity of the above program is O(N3). In the sequel we shall distribute 
execution of this program over a network of N 2 cells in such a way that the 
time-complexity is O(N). 
2. A distributed implementation 
The network consists of N 2 cells, identified by pairs (i, j): 0~ i< N A0<~j< N. 
Cells (i,j) and (re, n) are connected if and only if li-mi+lj-nl=l. Each cell 
contains one boolean variable. The N 2 elements of matrix b are distributed in such 
a way that the variable of cell (i,j) equals b(i,j). It is assumed that all cells perform 
steps in synchrony. Each step consists of 
receiving messages via zero or more connections 
;zero or more local computations 
;sending messages via zero or more connections. 
A message can be transmitted from one cell to another if the cells are connected. 
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A message sent by one cell during some step is received by the other cell during 
the next step. We shall see to it that, between any two steps, each connection transmit 
at most one message. 
We now concentrate on one execution of the for-statement in Warshall's algorithm, 
which, for any value of k: 0 <~ k < N, is referred to as phase/~ During phase k each 
cell (i, j) performs 
b(i,j):= b(i,j)v (b(i, k)v b(k,j)). 
For i = k v j = k the above assignment reduces to the empty statement. We, therefore, 
assume i ~ k A j ~ k. 
Since the two values b(i, k) amd b(k,j) are not located in cell (i,j) they have to 
be transmitted from (i, k) and (k,j) to (i,j). Notice that these values arrive Ik-jl 
and Ik - i  I steps respectively after being sent. Since no variables are available to 
store these two boolean values, it is mandatory that the two values arrive simul- 
taneously at cell (i,j). They may, therefore, have to be sent during distinct steps. 
In order to initiate transmission at the right steps, we propose that (k, k) first sends 
a message to (i, k) and simultaneously one to (k,j); upon reception of such an 
initiation message these cells initiate transmission of the value of their boolean 
variable. Since the two paths from (k, k) to (i,j) consist of the same number of 
connections, viz. Ik- j l+lk-i l ,  the two borlean values arrive simultaneously at 
(i, j). The latter cell then performs the boolean assignment. The 'trick' to construct 
two paths of the same length constitutes the crux of our solution. 
In order to have all 'off-k-line' cells (i,j), i ~ k ^ j  ~ k, perform the above assign- 
ment, each of them has to receive a value from two 'on-k-line' cells (i, k) and (k,j). 
Hence, each off-k-line cell not only receives those two values but also propagates 
them. (Propagation means that a value received by (i,j) from ( i , j -1 )  is sent to 
(i, j + 1), and similarly for the other directions.) Sending via a nonexistent connection 
equals execution of the empty statement. Similarly, each on-k-line cell both propa- 
gates the initiation signal and transmits its boolean value in the two orthogonal 
directions. This corresponds to the following inventory of steps constituting phase 
k: 
- cell (k, k) :  
send initiation signals via all four connections. 
- cell (i,j), ( i=kA j~k)v( i~k^j=k) :  
receive an initiation signal via one connection 
;propagate the initiation signal and send the value 
b(i, j) via the remaining two connections. 
- ce l l  ( i , j ) ,  i~  kA j~ k: 
receive the boolean values b(i, k) and b(k,j) via two connections 
;perform the assignment 
b(i,j):= b(i,j) v (b(i, k) A b(k,j)) 
;propagate b(i, k) and b(k,j). 
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Notice that each connection transmits exactly one message during the whole of 
phase k. The various alternatives are distinguished by the value of k and the cell's 
identification. As it turns out, distinct alternatives are also distinguished by the 
incoming signals. This allows the cell programs to be independent of cell iden- 
tifications and of k, i.e. all cells execute during each phase the same program. A 
minor problem is the first alternative since it is distinguished by the absence of 
incoming signals. We will return to this later. This concludes our discussion of phase 
k. 
3. Timing of phases 
Next we concentrate on avoiding interference between consecutive phases. It is 
required that, between any two consecutive steps, each connection transmit at most 
one message. Notice that the (in time) first and last of the actions constituting phase 
k may be as much as 2- (N - 1) steps apart. One way of satisfying the requirement 
is, therefore, to start a phase 2. N -1  steps after starting the previous phase. 
Execution of N phases then results in a quadratic time-complexity, which is more 
(i.e. worse) than we strive for. In order to devise a more refined strategy, we number 
consecutive steps with consecutive integer numbers, and we define, for 0`< k < N, 
t(k) as the number of the step during which (k, k) initiates phase k Furthermore, 
we define for fixed (i,j), 0`< i < N ^ O`<j < N, f(k) as the number of the single step 
during which (i, j) performs its single action related to phase k. Since this is also 
the only step during which (i, j) receives a message related to phase k, interference 
of incoming messages of phases k and k + 1 is excluded if f (k) <f (k  + 1). Similarly, 
interference of outgoing messages i excluded if f (k )<f (k+ 1). It remains to be 
shown that, if f (k )<f (k+l )  holds for each cell, no two adjacent cells send a 
message simultaneously via their common connection. We do so by contradiction. 
Since two such simultaneous messages belong to different phases, the two cells are 
involved in those two phases in opposite order, thereby contradicting f(k~ <f(k + 1) 
in one of the two cells. 
From f (k )= t(k)+[k- i [+lk- j l  we derive 
f (k )<f (k+l )  
= {definition of f} 
t(k)+lk-il+lk-jl<t(k+ 1)  [k+ 1- il+lk+ 1-jl 
= {calculus) 
t (k )+ lk - i l - l k  + 1 - i l+[k - j l - l k+ 1-j l  < t(k + 1) 
{calculus, in particular Ixl-lx+ 11-< 1) 
t (k)+2<t(k+l) .  
Since 2 is independent of/,  j, and k, it turns out to be sufliciem to start any phase 
3 steps later than the preceding phase. 
If so desired, messages may be routed through the network from (k, k) to 
(k+ 1, k+ 1) to guarantee t(k)+3 = t(k+ 1). For example, a message may be sent 
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by (k, k) to (k, k + 1) during step t(k)+ 1; it is received and then sent to (k + 1, k + 1) 
during step t(k) + 2; it is then received uring step t(k) + 3, which causes (k + 1, k + 1 ) 
to start phase k + 1. These two messages do not interfere with any other message 
of any phase. 
The time-complexity is,now O(N) since the last action of phase N-  1 takes place 
2- (N -1)  steps after t (N -1) ,  i.e. 5. (N -1)  steps after t(0). 
4. The program 
Below we give the program for each cell. The local variable is c. Connections are 
referenced in a local nomenclature using n, e, s, and w as local names for the 
connections, and adhering to conventions like ( i , j ) .e  = ( i , j+  1).w. 
Sending or receiving a message via a connection is denoted by the local name of 
the connection, followed by l or ? respectively, followed by the message. Selection 
of a guard separates steps to achieve synchronous operation. The program is activated 
through the extra cell (-1, 0), which executes tatement s lstart. 
do n ?start --* n!init, e!init, s!init, w!init 
; if true ~ e !start fi 
[~ w?start --~ s!start 
n?init ~ s!init, e!val(c),  w!val(c)  
D e?init ~ w!init, n!val(c) ,  s!val(c)  
D s?init --~ n!init, w!val(c) ,  e!val(c) 
[7 w?init  --, e!init, s!val(c),  n!val(c)  
[7 n ?val(x)  ^  e?val(y)  --* c := c v (x  ^  y) ;s  !val(x),  w !val(y) 
D e?val (x)  ^ ,~?val(y) --* c:= c v (x  ^ y ) ;w!va l (x ) ,  n!val (y)  
D s ?val(x)  ~ w?val (y)  ~ c := c v (x  ^  y) ;n !oa/(x), e !val(y) 
[~ w?va l (x )  ^  n ?val(y)--~ c := c v (x  ^  y) ;e  !val(x),  s !val(y) 
od 
5. Concluding remarks 
The above program was obtained from Warshall's algorithm in two steps. First, 
the boolean matrix was distributed over a network of cells. Execution of one phase 
of the algorithm was made possible by routing the matrix elements involved through 
the network. Second, the proof obligation to avoid multiple messages on a connection 
led to the timing of successive phases. 
The resulting program is very similar to, although an order of magnitude shorter 
than, the cellular automaton described in [2], and very different from the systolic 
array described in [1]. Both of them have the same time-complexity asour solution. 
Although there, clearly, is a rhythm in our algorithm, we doubt that it can be called 
a systolic algorithm: the interval between successive steps executed by a particular 
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cell may have length 1, 3 or 5. To be precise, for cell (i,j) the first min(i,j) intervals 
have length 1, the next [i-jl intervals have length 3, and the remaining intervals 
have length 5. In a systolic computation, all intervals hould have the same length. 
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